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Celebrating our staff
Thank you to everybody



Hello and

Caroline Clarke
Group chief  
executive 

welcome
to the December edition of 
our monthly staff, members 
and governors’ magazine.
It’s been awards season here at the RFL and I was 
delighted to celebrate the outstanding achievements 
of our staff in our virtual Oscars event. We are very 
lucky to have the support of the Royal Free Charity, 
who sponsored this year’s celebrations. Catch up on 
the evening and meet our 2020/21 winners (pages 
3-5). The celebrations don’t stop there – I also had the 
pleasure of meeting some of our longest-serving staff 
last month. Find out more (page 6). 

During the festive season, vaccines are the best way 
to ensure we can all enjoy ourselves safely with our 
loved ones. All staff who boost their immunity with 
a COVID-19 booster and flu jab are entered into a 
prize draw, and you can meet Chloe, one of our first 
winners (page 9).  

A year has now passed since we gave our first 
COVID-19 vaccine at the RFL, and I want to say a huge 
‘thank you’ to everybody who has been involved in 
this immense effort to protect ourselves, our patients 
and those around us. I hope many of you will get 
the opportunity for a break and I would like to pay 
special tribute to all of those who are continuing to 
work over the festive period providing our patients 
with world class care.  

Key to abbreviations: 
Barnet Hospital: BH
Chase Farm Hospital: CFH
Royal Free Hospital: RFH
Royal Free London: RFL2

Follow our Twitter account @RoyalFreeNHS  
to see what our patients and staff  
are saying about us

https://vimeo.com/656932059/dc30954e91
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Our staff recognition awards – the Oscars – gave us the opportunity to celebrate the 
incredible achievements of our colleagues across the RFL group.  

A total of 10 awards were handed to staff who made an outstanding contribution to patient care in 2020 and 2021.

The RFL group virtual event comes after online awards were held to select winners for each category from 
BH, CFH and group clinical services, the RFH and corporate services.

RFL group chief executive Caroline Clarke told attendees: “Tonight’s celebrations feel a little bit more special 
than usual because the improvements to patient care that teams and individuals have undertaken have all 
been achieved against the backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

“I will be forever grateful for the team spirit our staff have shown, but it is no surprise to me that you were 
able to do this – you have made me proud on a daily basis since I started as group chief executive.

“Once again, these awards are supported by the wonderful generosity and support of the Royal Free Charity. 
The Royal Free Charity stands shoulder to shoulder with our trust, it is a relationship we never take for granted.”

Mary Basterfield, the vice chair of the RFL, congratulated staff for the enormous commitment to patient care 
that they had demonstrated during the course of the pandemic.

She added: “Nearly 400 staff were nominated by their colleagues for an Oscars award this year. The stories of 
how people have gone out of their way to help others and improve the care we give were all exceptional and 
it was a difficult task to narrow it down to those who we will be presenting with group awards tonight.”

Jon Spiers, chief executive of the Royal Free Charity, said: “The Royal Free Charity is delighted to once again 
sponsor the Royal Free London Oscars.” 

Oscars night: “Forever 
grateful for the team spirit 
our staff have shown”

The full list of winners:

Volunteer of the Year: Sue Young, the Royal Free 
Charity.

Outstanding contribution to patient safety: Infection 
prevention and control multidisciplinary team.

Celebrating diversity: Neuro rehab centre 
multidisciplinary team.

Outstanding contribution to education: Clinical 
practice educator ICU multidisciplinary team.

Group clinical team of the year: CFH theatre team.

Clinician of the year award: Anand Sivaramakrishnan, 
consultant microbiologist and infection control doctor.

Quality improvement and innovation: Deborah Kirby, 
critical care matron at BH.

Non-clinical employee of the year award: Nigel 
Brinkhurst, head chef at the RFH’s private patients unit.

Non-clinical team of the year award: Bereavement and 
mortuary services team.

Chairman’s leadership award: Angshuman Mukherjee, 
clinical director and consultant in emergency medicine.

Tim Callaghan, interim chief finance officer, Akta Raja, 
non-executive director, Crystal Akass, group chief people 
officer, and Alan McGlennan, interim chief executive for 
Chase Farm Hospital and group clinical services.



Volunteer of the year award: Sue Young. Sue 
has been volunteering at Barnet Hospital for 
30 years. The judges said they were “blown 
away” by the list of ways Sue helps out and  
the “kindness and compassion” she brings to 
the trust.

Celebrating diversity award: Neuro rehab centre multidisciplinary 
team. The team were praised by judges for embracing remote clinical 
care and social support for patients.

Outstanding contribution to education award: Clinical practice 
educator ICU multidisciplinary team. Caroline Clarke, group chief 
executive, said: “During the pandemic, they worked tirelessly to 
upskill staff from all areas of the trust.”

Outstanding contribution to patient safety award: Infection 
prevention and control multidisciplinary team. Julie Hamilton, group 
chief nurse, said the team had risen to the challenge during the 
pandemic, providing “unwavering support”.

Group clinical team of the year: Chase Farm 
Hospital theatre team. The team were 
commended for their ‘can-do’ attitude when they 
were redeployed. 

Meet your Oscars winners
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Chairman’s leadership award: Angshuman Mukherjee, 
clinical director and consultant in emergency medicine 
at Barnet Hospital. Judges described Angshuman’s 
“exemplary leadership” and expertise as the backbone of 
the department.

Clinician of the year award: Anand Sivaramakrishnan, 
consultant microbiologist and infection control doctor at 
Barnet Hospital. Anand was singled out for his commitment 
to patient care throughout the pandemic and hailed as “a 
true team player”.

Quality improvement and innovation: Deborah Kirby, 
critical care matron at Barnet Hospital. Judges were 
full of admiration for Deborah’s “selfless” attitude and 
determination to support patients, families and staff. 

Non-clinical employee of the year award: Nigel Brinkhurst, 
head chef at the Royal Free Hospital’s private patients unit. 
Nigel took the lead on many of the service innovations 
that kept staff fed during the toughest periods. The judges 
highlighted his work as a mentor and positive attitude that 
has resulted in a better service from the entire department.

Non-clinical team of the year 
award. Bereavement and 
mortuary services team. The 
team ensured that every deceased 
patient and every bereaved 
family was supported in the most 
compassionate and proactive 
way. Judges commented on their 
“innovation and empathy”.
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Thanking some very  
familiar faces
We said a huge ‘thank you’ to the dedicated 
RFL employees receiving this year’s long 
service awards. Each year, these awards 
recognise the commitment and dedication 
of staff who have been at the trust for 25 or 
40 years.

Caroline Clarke, group chief executive and 
Deborah Sanders, chief executive of BH, 
visited Jayne Hodgson, a senior sister, who has 
received a long service award to mark 40 years.

Accompanied by members of her team from 
AEC/TREAT unit at BH, Jayne received a 
letter with personalised messages of thanks 
from colleagues and a gift card alongside 
her certificate.

Presenting the award Caroline said: “So few 
people achieve such a length of service and 
make such a difference. Frailty care is the 
future of medicine and you are working on 
the edge of what we all want to be doing.”

Jayne’s colleagues describe her as the 
epitome of a caring, compassionate nurse 
and supportive colleague. One colleague said: 
“Over the years Jayne has mentored many 
students and newly qualified nurses, many 
of whom remain working for the Royal Free 
London today. In her various nursing roles 
throughout her career, she has always gone 
that extra step to ensure that her patients 
receive the best of care.” Another colleague 
at the presentation commented: “You are a 
fantastic nurse and human being.”

Jayne Hodgson, senior sister, receives her certificate and gift card

Roll of honour – 25 years of service 
David Rock, clinical site manager; Emma Brooks, advanced clinical practitioner and clinical specialist; Julie Flannigan, 
physiotherapist; Melissa Dobson, charge nurse; Nicholas Garlick, consultant; Mandy Lovett, nursery nurse; Rowena 
Chilton, deputy head of midwifery; Rosemary Hammond, labour ward coordinator and team leader; Caron Phillips, 
midwife; Valret Heaven, midwife; Seema Ramroop, midwife; Lorraine Wallace, pre-op assessment administrator; 
Richard Gray, maintenance craftsman; Syed Iliyas, support worker; Nigel Duncan, deputy finance manager; Suparna 
Bali, principal pharmacist; Kelly Hopwood, chief pharmacy technician; Andrea Thompson, technical services 
administrative assistant; Donna Henry, medical secretary; Debra Jones, senior lead patient administrator; Daryll 
Baker, consultant; Daniela Tagliarini, patient testing centre coordinator; Rebecca Longmate, director of nursing; 
Monica Fender, site manager; John Paul Dilworth, consultant; Gareth Murcutt, medical technical officer; Catherine 
O’Malley, clinical nurse specialist; Alison Turvey, living donor coordinator; Tabassam Leslie, consultant dermatologist; 
Avril Marianayagam, senior sister; Khawar Jaffar, speciality doctor; Antonia Okafor, admin and clerical officer; Sonia 
Rotolini, personal assistant; Dawn Winter, personal assistant; Elizabeth Anaman, ward administrator; Gina Abbe, 
junior sister and charge nurse; Anne Jackson, consultant; Esther Mensah, support worker; Daniel O’Sullivan, IT 
server engineer; Sheila Johnston, clinical nurse specialist.

Jayne said: “This has come as a complete but lovely surprise 
- I think you can tell by my happy tears. I’m going to get my 
certificate framed. This means a lot to me - I’m proud of the 
work I do and the team are like my second family.”

Zipho Yengwa, a staff nurse on Galaxy ward at BH, was also 
celebrating her 40 years at the trust. 

Zipho, also known as Zoe to her colleagues, was described 
by her team as a supportive member of staff whose positive 
attitude is an asset to the people she works alongside. 
Colleagues say Zoe is particularly proud of her work in caring 
for children with life limiting and chronic illnesses, as well as 
supporting their families.

For everyone celebrating 25 years of service a certificate and 
personal letter was sent from Caroline, including messages of 
thanks and support from managers and colleagues.
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At the beginning of December we celebrated the Boost Day campaign, marking a year since the UK became the 
first country in the world to approve Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine. 

On 8 December, we turned our attention to another milestone here at the RFL – one year since our first 
COVID-19 jab was given and the biggest vaccination campaign in NHS history began.

Thanks to the hard work of staff, volunteers and community groups, more than 13.5 million vaccine doses have 
been delivered in London so far. At the RFL, a team of more than 300 vaccinators have given over 50,000 vaccines 
to staff and patients.

Josephine Faleye, an 81-year-old grandmother, was the first 
person at the RFH to receive the COVID-19 jab.

At the time of getting her vaccine, Josephine said: “I am 
excited to be the first person at this hospital to be vaccinated 
against COVID-19. I’m happy to have it and I hope that if 
people see me having it at the age of 80, it will encourage 
them to have it too.”

We’ve since caught up with Josephine, who is keeping well 
and had her booster COVID-19 jab last month. She told us: 
“I was pleased. I prayed about it and God told me to get the 
vaccine, so I did.”

#OneYearOn: first RFL COVID-19 vaccine

Let’s take a look back at what else we’ve achieved since then.

We launched RFL vaccination hubs

A team of dedicated staff across the trust worked hard to set up our first vaccine clinic at the RFH on 8 
December 2020, followed by clinics at BH and CFH on 4 January 2021.

Thank you to all our vaccine champions who have worked hard to provide staff with all the information they 
need about the COVID-19 vaccine since it was first introduced.

We opened a vaccination centre at Saracens’ StoneX Stadium

In April 2021, a team of volunteers and trust staff set up a 
vaccination centre at the StoneX Stadium and built on the success 
of RFL’s hospital vaccination hubs.

At the time of opening, Caroline Clarke, RFL group chief executive, 
said: “The success of our hospital hubs and the delivery of tens 
of thousands of vaccinations is testament to the hard work and 
dedication of all our staff involved in the vaccination programme.”

Saracens chief executive officer, Lucy Wray, added: “We are 
really pleased and excited that StoneX has now become a 
significant COVID-19 vaccination site for the residents of  
Barnet and north London.”

In total, almost 90,000 vaccinations were delivered to members of the public, helping protect the local 
community from COVID-19.

We are continuing to provide COVID-19 vaccines and flu jabs – have you had yours?

The vaccination programme at the RFL is led by group chief nurse, Julie Hamilton, and this year we’ve been 
encouraging you to boost your immunity with both the COVID-19 vaccine and flu jab.

Reflecting on the vaccination campaign so far, Julie said: “This time last year we were just starting on our 
COVID-19 vaccination journey and I’m incredibly proud of everyone’s efforts over the past year to protect our 
communities from COVID-19.”

Julie added: “The vaccination team have worked so hard to ensure a seamless experience for our staff and 
patients in the clinics and administer the jabs to as many people as they can. Our clinics are still open offering 
both the COVID-19 and flu vaccination and I would urge you to please get your COVID-19 and flu vaccines to 
boost your immunity this winter.”

See Freenet for more information about getting your vaccines.

Josephine, the first person to receive the COVID-19 
jab at RFL on 8 December 2020

The vaccination team at StoneX Stadium



A physiotherapist at BH has written a book to help young children gain a greater understanding of how 
people are affected by dementia.
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Understanding dementia 

Katie Faulkner with ‘Big Bear, Little Bear and Dementia’

It’s a wrap: thank you for your feedback
Thank you to everyone who completed the NHS staff survey. This year 40% of you gave us your feedback. 
Your confidential responses will be used both within the trust and to help the NHS as a whole understand 
the bigger picture.

We want to make working at the RFL the best possible experience and we can only do that if we know what 
is going well and where we need to improve. The staff survey coordination centre will provide each NHS 
trust with a report of core survey responses, benchmarked against national data in spring 2022. Our results 
will be shared with staff. 

Physiotherapy team lead Katie Faulkner, who 
specialises in caring for patients living with dementia, 
wrote the book, Big Bear, Little Bear and Dementia, 
for children who might have a relative with the 
condition. Katie collaborated with artist Iain Welch, 
who provided the drawings.

When Katie was eight years old, her own great 
grandmother was diagnosed with dementia, and so 
she understands some of the difficulties families face 
when a loved one has this condition.

“It’s difficult to understand it all when you are very 
young,” said Katie. “I know that my family shielded 
me from a lot of it, but it can be hurtful when 
someone you love doesn’t recognise you anymore.

“This book is a way of helping children understand 
what is happening and it can also help an adult who 
is reading it to them because they will also be going 
through an emotive time. The book can help you 
understand that it is ok to feel angry or upset that 
someone you love has been diagnosed with dementia.”

The book tells the story of a bear who puts books 
containing their memories on to a book shelf – the 
newest memory books are placed on the top shelves 
of the book case. But dementia makes the bookshelf 
shake, so the books at the top are the first to fall 
meaning those memories can no longer be accessed. 
The book goes on to explain, however, that those 
memories are stored safely in the bear’s heart.

Katie said that she wanted to create a story that 
would feel inclusive.

“Most of the material out there is very focused on 
older women – however this condition can affect a 
wide range of people and I wanted to create a story 
that could apply to anyone,” she said.

Katie had the idea for the book during lockdown.

“I wanted to do something useful instead of scrolling 
through TikTok,” she added. “I tried painting and 
crocheting but I was terrible.

“Then Iain, who specialises in pet portraits, did 
a painting of my dog and I thought the way he 
captures animals is so beautiful. I asked if he would 
collaborate with me on this book and he agreed and 
it just escalated from there.”

Katie said: “The feedback from people who’ve read 
the book has been amazing, this is a complete passion 
project for me so I am so pleased it’s been really well-
received. I would love to take it around schools to 
raise awareness of dementia among children.

“Lockdown has been really difficult for people living 
with dementia as they have not been able to access 
some of the services they would have done normally and 
they’ve become very isolated. I really hope this book can 
help in some way by raising awareness of this condition.”

Katie’s book has since found its way into several 
schools, nursing homes and libraries. Find out more at 
www.bigbearlittlebearbook.com
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Meet one of our winter  
vaccine prize winners

Dame Kate Bingham

Chloe will be spending her 
vouchers on baby clothes

Five lucky winners are receiving £250 John Lewis vouchers every month after 
boosting their immunity with the COVID-19 and flu vaccines. 

RFH radiographer, Chloe Baldwin, was amongst the first group of winners. Chloe 
was delighted when she heard the news. She said: “I’m pregnant and got the 
vaccines because it was the best choice for me, my baby and for those around me. 
I don’t want to fall ill and pass anything on to my patients or my colleagues.” 

She added: “I had no side effects at all and I would like to encourage everyone, 
including pregnant women, to get their jabs too.”

RFL staff are entered into the draw for every vaccine they receive. If you protect yourself with both the 
COVID-19 booster and the flu jab, you will be entered into the prize draw twice each month. The sooner you 
get vaccinated, the better chance you have of winning. 

All staff who have received their vaccinations at a trust site are eligible and have automatically been entered 
into the draw. If you have had your COVID-19 booster vaccine or flu jab elsewhere, you are still in with a 
chance of winning. Just let us know by updating your staff record. See Freenet for more details.

Trust praised by former vaccine taskforce chief
The venture capitalist honoured by the Queen for her leadership of the world’s first COVID-19 vaccination 
programme hailed the role of the Royal Free London NHS Foundation Trust in the national response to COVID-19.

Dame Kate Bingham DBE, former leader of the UK vaccine 
taskforce, heaped praise on the Royal Free London for 
its proud tradition as an innovator in the health sector 
and singled out its research work, including its part in the 
world’s first COVID-19 human challenge study.

Dame Kate said: “The Royal Free Hospital was the first 
to admit women to train as doctors, the first hospital 
to accept cholera patients at a time when they were 
being turned away from other hospitals, and to take 
inventiveness incredibly seriously. So, to me, there was 
no surprise that the Royal Free Londonplayed a critical 
role in the fight against COVID.”

Dame Kate made her comments at the prestigious 
Marsden Lecture, a long-established annual lecture 
series where prominent experts are invited to discuss issues and challenges of significance in the world of 
academia and healthcare. It was hosted last month by the Royal Free Charity and chaired by the RFL.

In her speech, Dame Kate recalled working with RFH consultant physician Dr Fiona Burns who led the 
research team delivering the Novavax COVID-19 vaccine trial. The trial included over 600 participants 
recruited at the RFH.

“I took part in the Novavax trial with Dr Fiona Burns, which was a fantastic example both of how the Royal 
Free London worked but also how well the UK system worked to run these trials. That was then going to 
become the biggest vaccine trial that was ever run in the UK, and not only was that trial enrolled, it was 
enrolled in six weeks. We enrolled and completed the study before America even started. So, as an example 
of nimbleness and effectiveness, both here and around the UK, it was phenomenal.

“More than 8,000 people, even during the pandemic, were recruited into clinical trials [at the Royal Free 
London], a third into COVID trials and that is a huge accolade because that is how you actually push forward 
the knowledge of medicines and how you actually research innovations into treatment of patients.

“There is no question that these trials have altered the course of how COVID is treated.”
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Welcoming Project Choice 
to the Glass Café 

‘Bin it Better’ 
– building a 
greener CFH 
Staff across the trust are working to create a greener 
RFL and help the NHS reach net zero carbon emissions 
by 2040. At CFH, the ‘Bin it Better’ team are taking 
action to create a more sustainable clinical and  
non-clinical environment.

‘Bin it Better’ is one of the trust’s quality improvement 
(QI) projects and part of the broader GreenED initiative. 
The team behind this are enthusiastic about minimising 
their impact on the environment by recycling more and 
reducing contamination. 

 Nima Roy, improvement advisor and project 
lead, said: “This initiative matters to me 
because we’re helping to break down a 
complex and critical issue - sustainability - into 
a few manageable actions which individuals 
can do to make a difference.” 

Sumal Karunaratne, contract manager, 
added: “This project is enabling me to share 
my passion with like-minded individuals and 
support improvements in sustainability.” 

The team are currently conducting snapshot audits to 
understand the current levels of waste contamination 
in different areas, and where they should focus their 
interventions in the hospital.

If you are passionate about making a difference, the 
Greener RFL network is a place for staff to connect and 
share ideas.  Find out more on Freenet.

Our drive to 
go green
The decontamination team at Chalkmill 
Drive have introduced two electric vehicles 
to deliver over four million pieces of medical 
devices a year to and from all RFL hospital 
sites and other healthcare providers. The 
team have made a pledge to make half the 
fleet electric by the end of next year as part 
of the Greener NHS Programme.

Schedules run from 6am to 10pm every 
day and each vehicle carries out more than 
20 deliveries and collections every week. 
The vehicles carry out clean deliveries 
and dirty collections on separate runs to 
reduce the risk of cross contamination.

The team has also introduced two electric 
forklifts at the NCL distribution centre in 
Enfield.

 

The RFH Glass Café is back up and running thanks to our  
Project Choice interns. 

In September, we were delighted to welcome eight Project 
Choice students to the RFL catering team. Project Choice is a 
specialist college and part of Health Education England. The 
interns may have a disability, a learning disability and/or 
autism and their placement at the RFL aims to build their 
confidence and their skills in the workplace. 

Students Samuel Innes and Leona Ibrahimi are running the café alongside RFL staff and mentors. Leona said: 
“I’ve really enjoyed working with the catering team and learning new skills, like how to be a barista.” Samuel 
added: “I love talking to the staff. Working at the Glass Café is peaceful and there’s lots of space to learn here.”

Larry Rosenthal, RFH catering manager and student mentor, said: “Project Choice energises the staff, as well 
as the interns. I hope that this experience will help the students as they enter the working world.”

The café is open from 7.30am - 2.30pm, Tuesday to Friday. Opening times may vary depending  
on staff availability. 

Leona and Samuel working at the Glass Café 

A RFL electric vehicle delivering to CFH



Sarah Rapson

Sarah is joining the Royal Free 
London board as an associate 
non-executive director. She 
is responsible for leading the 
Financial Reporting Council’s 
supervision division and its 
work to enhance audit quality. She is also the 
senior independent director of North Middlesex 
University Hospital NHS Trust. 

Sarah said: “I am looking forward to taking my 
place on the board of the Royal Free London and 
playing my part in supporting its fantastic staff as 
they continue to provide outstanding healthcare 
to the patients they serve.”
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Governors’ update

Meet our non-executive directors
We are delighted to let you know that the RFL has appointed three new non-executive directors to its board.

Baroness Claire Tyler, a life peer in the House of Lords, Dr Mohini Parmar, primary care lead and chair of 
North West London Clinical Commissioning Group, and Sarah Rapson, executive director of supervision at 
the Financial Reporting Council (FRC), begin their new roles at the trust. 

Non-executive directors are members of 
the trust’s board of directors. Their role 
is to contribute to the strategic direction, 
leadership and management of the trust. 
They hold the executive directors to account 
for the performance of the trust and support 
the board in ensuring safe patient care and 
financial stability.

If you have any questions about the role of 
our non-executive directors, please email 
rf.governors@nhs.net  

Baroness Claire Tyler of Enfield

Baroness Tyler of Enfield has previously 
held a number of senior positions 
within government, including director 
of the vulnerable children’s group at 
the Department for Children, Schools 
and Families, in addition to being the former chair of the 
children and family court advisory and support service 
and the former chief executive of the charity Relate. 
Baroness Tyler is currently Liberal Democrat spokesperson 
for mental health in the House of Lords. 

Baroness Tyler said: “I am very much looking forward to 
taking on this new role at such a critical time for the NHS 
– I’m particularly pleased to be serving the residents of 
this part of north London, where I have lived and worked 
for most of my life.”

Dr Mohini Parmer

Dr Parmar is a senior partner of 
Barnabas Medical Centre in Ealing. 
She has extensive experience in 
leading commissioning groups and 
was previously chair of Ealing Clinical 
Commissioning Group and vice-chair of 
Ealing health and wellbeing board. 

Dr Parmar said: “I’m delighted to have been appointed to the 
board of the Royal Free London and I am pleased to be able 
to bring my experience of NHS system leadership to this role.”

Visiting: online booking goes live
Pre-booked visiting appointments can now be booked online via the trust’s website. Patients can have one 
designated visitor who can visit for one hour per day.

The new online booking platform allows a patient’s designated visitor to book a visiting appointment online, rather 
than by calling the ward. The visitor will need to select the ward they are visiting and choose a time that suits them.

If visitors are unable to use the website, they should speak to ward staff to book a visiting appointment.

The guidelines for pre-booked visiting remain the same and visitors will need to take a lateral flow test within 24 hours 
before their visit. They should record the result on the government website and present evidence of the negative test 
when they arrive at the hospital (to both security at the front entrance and to the ward when they arrive).

Pre-booked visiting is available on adult in-patient wards (except on wards where covid patients or very vulnerable 
patients are being cared for) at BH and the RFH. Full guidelines for pre-booked visiting are available on Freenet.

Please be aware that if a visitor is not complying with the guidelines, there is an escalation process. Please 
inform your manager or the matron in charge of the ward if you would like some support.
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Taking care of your wellbeing
Every day, our staff go above and beyond to care for our patients – thank you.  
Please take the time to also look after your own wellbeing:

•  Contact the REST helpline on extension 31276, Monday-Sunday, 8am-8pm  
to request support for your department

•  24/7 helpline (out of hours) contact Care First on 0800 174319 (24/7 service) for 
emotional and psychological support or access online via www.carefirst-lifestyle.co.uk; 
login details can be found on Freenet

•  Contact the Samaritans (on 116 123), NHS Helpline (111) or your GP

•  Visit the REST hub on Freenet for a range of resources, information and wellbeing tips

What made you decide to train as a 
mammographer? 
I was actually working in the admin department 
for the service and found out about the 
apprenticeships. I hadn’t realised I could make the 
move into clinical work but I’m so glad I did. 

What’s your background? 
I did an undergraduate degree in public 
health and a master’s in women’s health. I’m 
passionate about spreading the screening 
message, especially within my community, which 
historically has a low uptake. 

Where does that passion come from? 
Sadly my grandmother, Evelyn, died of breast 
cancer in 2008. The cancer was initially picked up 
at screening and successfully treated. I just want 
as many women as possible to come forward, 
get screened – early detection is so important 
to increasing your chances of survival. A delayed 
diagnosis second time around resulted in the cancer 
spreading. Understanding the importance of routine 
screening and being able to recognise possible signs 
can save lives. My community faces particular barriers 
in healthcare and information empowers individuals 
to advocate for themselves and others.

Your family must be proud of you? 
When I told them I was going to train to become 
a mammographer there was a lot of emotion 
because of my grandmother. I know it has a special 
significance for them. I’d recommend people check 
out the apprenticeships available for mammography. 
It’s never too late to make a career change. I certainly 
find it incredibly rewarding and am looking forward 
to qualifying at the end of my studies. 

What do you enjoy about the work? 
I love the interaction with the women. I know 
how nervous many of them are and I get real 
satisfaction from putting them at their ease. My job 
is to position the women in the machine and ask the right 
questions – they might have noticed something different 
or unusual themselves; also if I feel or see anything as well 
it must be flagged up with the ‘film reader’. It’s important 
that I keep a poker face though as it’s not my job to share 
any concerns with the client. 

What would you say to anyone hesitant about having a 
mammogram? 
My first message is it’s a choice – I’d never force anyone 
to do anything. But early detection is everything. If you’re 
nervous share that with the mammographer. They can help 
put you at ease and give you the information you need to 
feel more comfortable. Also it’s not a long procedure so 
that’s a bonus. 

Where do you work? 
We cover a huge area – Barnet, Brent, Enfield, Haringey, 
Harrow, and parts of Hertfordshire. I’m usually one 
day a week in Edgware but the rest of the time I could 
be based in a number of locations, including a mobile 
unit in a shopping centre. We are based in different 
locations so we can get round the population that we 
are targeting and they don’t have to travel too far. 

Are you getting time off this Christmas? 
We’re still in recovery from covid and are trying to see as 
many women as possible and that has meant weekend 
working and longer hours. But there is recognition that 
we do need a break so we’re all getting some time off 
during the festive period. It’ll be lovely, hopefully, to 
spend some time with family. 

View Tyler’s story at https://vimeo.com/618829309

60 seconds with…
Tyler Donaldson is enrolled on a mammography associate  
apprenticeship and works at the North London Breast Screening 
Service, run by the RFL. She’s an associate practitioner and screens 
approximately 22 women each day.        

http://www.carefirst-lifestyle.co.uk
https://vimeo.com/618829309

